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Abstract
Atypical visual perception has increasingly been described in individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) and linked
to quantitative, autism-like features that are present in children and adults without ASD. We investigated whether individual
differences in visual processing skills were related to quantitative measures of autism traits in a pediatric sample with a range
of clinical features. Visual processing was comprehensively characterized using the test of visual perceptual skills (TVPS),
a standardized test of visual perception with seven subtests that capture a range of visual processing abilities. The TVPS
Figure Ground (TVPS-FG) subtest requires an individual to disembed a smaller figure from a larger scene. TVPS-FG subtest
scores were positively correlated with children’s autism features as measured by a parental report of the Broader Autism
Phenotype Questionnaire (BAP-Q). The correlation with BAP-Q was specific to the TVPS-FG subtest, as the other TVPS
subtest scores were not significantly related to the BAP-Q. This adds to the growing body of research documenting that
atypical visual processing is associated with the autism phenotype and highlights the importance of capturing quantitative
traits in heterogeneous developmental brain disorders.
Keywords Broader autism phenotype · Visual perception · TVPS · Global–local processing · Children

Introduction
Global and local information processing abilities have been
extensively researched within autism spectrum disorders
(ASD). More specifically, individuals with ASD appear
to demonstrate a superior focus on local details as compared to their peers. This phenomena has been given several names, including a “perceptual advantage” or “islet of
ability” (Dakin and Frith 2005; Happe 1999; see Simmons
et al. 2009 for review) and has been demonstrated in both
children (Kaldy et al. 2013, 2011; Koldewyn et al. 2013;
Pellicano et al. 2006) and adults with ASD (Dakin and Frith
2005; Happe 1999; Jolliffe and Baron-Cohen 1997; Mottron
et al. 2006; O’Riordan et al. 2001; Plaisted et al. 1998; Simmons et al. 2009). The majority of these experiments use
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perceptual tasks that require the prioritization of detailed
(local) information from a contextual (global) whole (i.e.
Embedded Figures, Block Design, visual search tasks). Individuals with ASD appear to display superior local performance or a local precedence (Scherf et al. 2008; Dakin and
Frith 2005; Kaldy et al. 2013, 2011; Mottron et al. 2006;
O’Riordan et al. 2001) that stands in contrast to a global
precedence effect that is often observed in typically developing peers (Navon 1977, 1981). The absence of a global
precedence effect in individuals with ASD is also referred
to as a local bias.
However, individuals with ASD do not show enhanced
perceptual performance and local precedence across all
visual tasks (D’Souza et al. 2016; Guy et al. 2016). While
some studies report poorer performance in individuals with
ASD compared to typically developing peers on tasks requiring global processing, others have reported comparable task
performance (see Happé and Booth 2008 for review). Additionally, there appears to be natural variability in global
and local precedence across the general population (Dale
and Arnell 2013; McKone et al. 2010; Scherf et al. 2009).
Taken together, visual perception in ASD may not be simply
characterized in terms of biased or enhanced local processing and diminished global processing. Rather, meaningful
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individual differences in global versus local precedence may
reflect a distribution of visual processing biases or abilities.
The broader autism phenotype (BAP) originally referred
to subclinical autism features that were commonly found
in at least one parent of children with ASD. This term has
been adopted to describe the continuous distribution of subclinical traits across the general population (Hoekstra et al.
2008). Various self and informant-report quantitative measures of the BAP have been developed (Hurley et al. 2007)
and used across numerous studies to assess the presence
of autism traits among typically developing individuals (Di
Martino et al. 2009; Ingersoll 2010; Jobe and White 2007).
Recent studies on the BAP across the general population
have focused primarily on adults and relied on behavioral
measures primarily designed to identify a broad spectrum of
social, cognitive, and behavioral traits consistent with a clinical ASD diagnosis rather than describing BAP traits. The
three most common measures used within research contexts
are the autism spectrum quotient (AQ; Baron-Cohen et al.
2001), the Broader Autism Phenotype Questionnaire (BAPQ; Hurley et al. 2007), and the Social Responsiveness Scales
(SRS; Constantino et al. 2003; Frazier et al. 2013). Briefly,
the AQ was designed to measure autism-like characteristics
in the general population, the BAP-Q was designed to measure subclinical autism traits in the parents of individuals with
autism, and the SRS was designed to measure the presence
and severity of social impairment. Although the AQ is perhaps the most widely used in non-clinical samples of adults
(Ruzich et al. 2015), research on the validity and consistency
of autism trait self-report measures has suggested the AQ
demonstrates weaker reliability and factor structure relative
to the BAP-Q and SRS (Ingersoll et al. 2011). Additionally, the BAP-Q appears to show relative strengths in capturing the elevated yet subclinical traits related to the BAP
(Ingersoll et al. 2011) while the SRS may be most useful
in specifically clinical settings as a screening tool for ASD
(Bölte et al. 2011), alongside other clinical measures such as
the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord
et al. 2000) or the Autism Diagnostic Interview (ADI-R;
Lord et al. 1994; Rutter et al. 2003).
Existing work on visual perception across the BAP has
primarily focused on adult performance on the Embedded
Figures Test (EFT; Witkin 1971) in conjunction with the AQ
(Baron-Cohen et al. 2001). Individuals who score high on
the AQ generally exhibit superior performance on the EFT
relative to individuals with low-AQ scores (Almeida et al.
2010; Brock et al. 2011; Cribb et al. 2016). The majority
of the current research on quantitative autism features as it
relates to visual perception has focused on adults and little
work has been done to assess individual differences in visual
perception associated with the broader autism phenotype
in children. Happé et al. (2001) assessed visual processing
skills across parents and siblings of children with ASD using
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an experimental battery of visual perceptual tasks. Fathers
of children with ASD demonstrated local processing biases
across tasks aimed at assessing part versus whole processing, including the EFT and Block Design task; however, they
were unable to identify atypical visual perception in siblings.
We have previously demonstrated a linear relationship
between quantitative measures of autism traits and performance on the Test of Visual Perceptual Skills-3rd Edition
Figure Ground subtest (TVPS-FG; Sabatino DiCriscio and
Troiani 2017), with adults scoring high on the BAP-Q demonstrating greater visual perceptual skill (Sabatino DiCriscio
and Troiani 2017). This TVPS-FG subtest is based upon
similar hierarchical visual processing principles as those in
the EFT, but there are some potentially important differences. In the TVPS-FG, individuals are asked to identify
a simple image nested within a more complex shape. The
simple and complex shapes are different for each test item;
thus, individuals are not being asked to repeatedly identify
the same shape (or a finite set of shapes) across test items.
In the children’s version of the EFT, individuals are asked
to find the same shape repeatedly (a triangle or “tent” then
a “house”) across the two blocks of the test (i.e. participants complete the 11 “tent” test items before moving on
to the 14 “house” test items). Thus, one notable difference
between the EFT and Figure Ground subtest of the TVPS-3
(TVPS-FG) is that in the EFT the same visual target shape
(or finite set of target shapes) is used for every trial; whereas,
in the TVPS, the target shapes and surrounding distractors
are unique across all trials.
The primary objective of the current study was to replicate and extend our previous findings from a heterogeneous sample of adults to a clinically heterogeneous pediatric population. We assessed children on all subtests of the
Test of Visual Perceptual Skills-3rd Edition (TVPS-3). The
TVPS-3 is a validated measure of visual perceptual abilities
across several dimensions. Test items within each subtest
are organized according to difficulty and require a simple
verbal response. Thus, the TVPS is appropriate for research
in pediatric populations with a range of abilities, including those with neurodevelopmental disorders (Wan et al.
2015). In addition to the TVPS-3, we ascertained two quantitative measures of autism features, the SRS and BAP-Q.
Although the BAP-Q has not been previously used in children, we collected a parent-report version of this metric on
children based on our previous finding of a link between
TVPS-FG and BAP-Q in adults. In addition, we obtained
parental report on the SRS-2, a scale that is more commonly
used to assess autism traits in children. We predicted that
in a clinically heterogeneous sample of children, BAP-Q
scores would be a significant predictor of visual perceptual
skill. We also predicted that TVPS-FG subtest scores, specifically, would be directly related to BAP-Q scores, with
higher TVPS-FG scores correlating with a greater number
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of autism traits. We did not predict a relationship between
autism traits and TVPS subtest scores outside of the TVPSFG subtest.

Methods
Participants and General Procedure
Participants (n = 54; mean age = 8.75 ± 2.69; 27 males)
included individuals 5–16 years of age sample demographics can be found in Table 1. We used a broad recruitment
strategy in order to obtain a wide range of autism traits. This
included identifying participants based on patient referral
to our neurodevelopmental pediatric clinic in Lewisburg,
Pennsylvania, as well as from health system wide advertisement and the surrounding community. Participants
recruited from our clinic were obtained via enrollment in
our clinic’s research protocol, which enables access to relevant electronic health record variables as well as re-contact
of patients for additional research. Our clinic treats children
with a very wide range of functioning, including children
who would be unable to complete an IQ test. Therefore, we
initially screened health records to identify potential participants with an estimated IQ of ~ 60 or higher and/or the
absence of any description of the child being “non-verbal”

Table 1  Means (SDs) of
demographic and BAP-Q data
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(i.e. not being able to provide simple responses, use at least
two word phrases, understand simple commands). On the
day of research testing, all participants completed a cognitive assessment to document IQ (WASI-II: Wechsler abbreviated scale of intelligence, 2nd edition; Wechsler 2011).
If an IQ test was ascertained as part of their clinic appointment that day (n = 2), we used the clinically ascertained IQ
score. All participants assented to protocols approved by the
institutional review board (IRB) at the authors’ home institution. Seventeen of our participants had autism symptoms
that reached the critical threshold for an ASD diagnosis,
conferred by our clinic’s team of ASD experts, including
neurodevelopmental pediatricians and clinical psychologists.
Demographic information can be found in Table 1.

Behavioral Measures and Scoring
Test of Visual Perceptual Skills‑3rd Edition (TVPS‑3)
The TVPS-3 is an assessment of visual perceptual strengths
and weaknesses validated for individuals 4.0 years of age
and older. The test uses black and white line drawings as
stimuli for each of the seven subtests. Each item is administered in a multiple-choice format. The seven subtests are
administered in succession, in the order outlined below, per
standardized instructions.

Males (n = 27)

Females (n = 27)

Total sample (n = 54)

t (p)a

Age

8.26 (2.52)

9.29 (2.81)

1.48, p = 0.144

FSIQ

102.08 (18.19)
Min: 50
Max: 137

102.11 (13.84)
Min: 55
Max: 122

8.75 (2.69)
Min: 5
Max: 16
102.10 (15.90)b
Min: 50
Max: 137

3.29 (1.03)
3.21 (1.06)
3.15 (1.06)
3.58 (1.23)

2.84 (0.83)
2.67 (1.02)
2.73 (0.72)
2.96 (0.75)

3.08 (0.96)
2.95 (0.99)
2.95 (0.93)
3.29 (1.07)

− 1.83, p = 0.072
− 2.09, *p = 0.041a
− 1.74, p = 0.087
− 2.27, *p = 0.027a

56.97 (13.34)
56.59 (13.40)
56.80 (12.69)
55.93 (11.87)
55.97 (12.23)
55.50 (14.05)
55.45 (12.15)

58.33 (13.81)
57.23 (12.40)
58.33 (11.32)
56.38 (12.05)
57.38 (12.63)
54.31 (11.70)
56.11 (12.12)

57.61(13.47)
56.89 (12.82)
57.53 (11.98)
56.14 (11.85)
56.63 (12.32)
54.95 (12.91)
55.77 (12.03)

0.38, p = 0.71
0.18, p = 0.85
0.48, p = 0.63
0.82, p = 0.89
0.75, p = 0.67
0.17, p = 0.73
0.7, p = 0.84

BAP-Q
Total average
Aloof
Pragmatic language
Rigidity
SRS-2
Total
SCI
Social awareness
Social cognition
Social comm
Social motivation
RBRI

0.01, p = 0.99

a

T scores indicate results from group comparisons across age, full scale IQ (FSIQ), and BAP-Q scores
between males and females. Significant differences between males and females (p < 0.05) are indicated (*)
in the right column

b

n = 5 participants completed the WPPSI (Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scales of Intelligence-4th Edition; Wechsler 2012) due to a chronological age below the age range for the WASI-II
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The subtests are as follows:
(1) Visual discrimination (VD) the participant is shown an
image or design at the top of the page and is asked
to identify the matching design among four available
choices on the page.
(2) Visual memory (VM) the participant is shown a single
design on one page for 5 s. The page is turned and
the participant is prompted to identify the same design
from among four available choices displayed on the
subsequent page.
(3) Spatial relationships (SR) the participant is shown a
series of designs or images on a page and then is asked
to identify the one that is different from the rest. They
are told that it may “differ in a detail or in the rotation
of all or part of the design”.
(4) Form constancy (FC) the participant is asked to identify one design among other images displayed on the
page. They are instructed that the image can be “larger,
smaller, or rotated”.
(5) Sequential memory (SM) the participant is shown a
sequence of shapes or simple images on one page for
5 s. The page turned and the participant is prompted to
choose the matching sequence from among four available choices displayed on the following page. The number of shapes within each sequence gradually increases
throughout the test.
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(6) Visual Figure-Ground (FG) the participant is asked to
find a simple image or a design nested within one of
four more complex shapes. See Fig. 1 for sample item.
(7) Visual closure (VC): the participant is shown a completed shape or design at the top of the page and is
asked to match it with one of four incomplete patterns
shown on the page.
TVPS raw scores across each subtest were converted to
scaled scores using the TVPS administration and scoring
manual. Scaled scores for the TVPS are transformed scores
in which the distribution of raw scores have been fitted to
a normal distribution with mean of 10 and standard deviation of 3. Scaled scores range from a minimum of 0 to a
maximum of 19, depending upon the subtest and age of the
participant. A scaled score of 0 is possible in the event that a
raw score of 1 or 2 is obtained. Group average TVPS scores
can be found in Table 2.
Broader Autism Phenotype Questionnaire
The Broader Autism Phenotype-Questionnaire (BAP-Q)
(Hurley et al. 2007), is a self- or informant-report measure designed to assess subclinical, quantitative traits
across core domains commonly used in characterizing
the BAP (i.e. social aloof, rigidity and pragmatic language). Informants (parents in this study) are asked to
rate how frequently each statement applies to their child
across a 6-point Likert scale ranging from very rarely to

Fig. 1  Example item from the Figure-Ground subtest of the TVPS-3. Participants are asked to find a simple image or a design (top) nested
within one of four more complex shapes (bottom). Correct answer in the above example: 4. Reproduced with permission from (Martin 2006)
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Table 2  TVPS Scores [minimum, maximum, mean (SD)] for the
entire sample (N = 54)
Min
TVPS-3 subtests (Scaled Scores)
Visual discrimination
0
Visual memory
0
Spatial relations
2
Form constancy
0
Sequential memory
0
Figure-Ground
2
Visual closure
0

Max

Mean (St. dev)

18
19
19
18
19
19
17

8.57 (3.63)
10.07 (4.16)
11.30 (4.40)
8.09 (4.91)
9.5 (4.21)
10.17 (4.17)
8.30 (4.43)

very often. Scores are averaged within each of the three
subscales. Subscale scores are then averaged to produce
an overall total score, which can be used as a summary
metric reflecting overall autism trait load across the three
subscales. The BAP-Q was originally derived from clinical assessment of parents with children diagnosed with
ASD (Piven et al. 1994, 1997). In a validation study using
direct clinical assessment (Hurley et al. 2007), clinical
cutoff scores were reported. Average total scores for 16
subjects in our sample exceeded clinical diagnostic cutoffs (≥ 3.30) (Hurley et al. 2007). Group average BAP-Q
scores for the current sample can be found in Table 1. To
our knowledge, the BAP-Q has not been previously used
in children. However, based on our previous finding of a
link between TVPS-FG and BAP-Q, we obtained parental
report on both this measure and the SRS-2, a scale that is
more commonly used to assess autism traits in children
(see below).
Social Responsiveness Scale‑2nd Edition (SRS‑2)
The Social Responsiveness Scale-2nd Editions (SRS-2)
(Constantino et al. 2003; Frazier et al. 2013), is a parent-report measure assessing the presence and severity
of symptoms of social impairment associated with ASD.
SRS-2 Total T-scores can be used to assess symptom
severity based upon a provided range: (1) ≤ 59 T-score:
within normal limits/not clinically significant; (2)
60–65 T-score: mild range; (3) 66–75 T-score: moderate range; (4) ≥ 76 T-score: severe range. Average total
t-scores for 17 subjects in our sample exceeded clinical
cutoffs for moderate to severe autism symptoms. In addition to a total score reflecting overall impairments and
social communication impairments (SCI), the SRS-2
generates scores across five subscales (Social Cognition,
Social Motivation, Social Awareness, Social Communication, and Restricted Interests and Repetitive Behaviors).
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Analysis
Scores from behavioral measures were primarily used to
assess relationships between measures of visual perceptual
skill and autism traits. Our main analyses focused on (1)
identifying which measure of autism features (BAP-Q and/
or SRS) significantly predicted performance on the TVPSFG subtest and (2) investigating the relationship between
individual differences in TVPS-FG performance and autism
features. Our behavioral measures as well as age and FSIQ
were entered into a stepwise linear regression to identify
which of our autism measures significantly predicted TVPSFG performance. We followed up this stepwise linear regression with a partial correlation, controlling for age and FSIQ,
between TVPS-FG scores and measures of autism traits.
Before completing our primary analyses pertaining to our
hypotheses, we determined whether there were relationships
between our demographic variables (i.e. age and FSIQ) and
behavioral measures described above that may impact interpretation. Age was not found to be related to BAP-Q scores
(p’s > 0.37, NS), SRS T-scores (p’s > 0.09, NS), nor TVPS
scores (p’s > 0.10, NS) with the exception of Visual Discrimination subscale (r = 0.33, p < 0.02). FSIQ was found
to be related to BAP-Q Total score and all subscale scores
(p’s < 0.002) as well as TVPS Overall scores (r = 0.60,
p < 0.0001) and all TVPS subtest scores (p’s < 0.02) with
the exception of the TVPS-FG subtest (r = 0.23, p > 0.09,
NS). FSIQ was also found to be related to SRS Total T-score
(r = 0.44, p < 0.001) as well as all subscale scores (p’s < 0.03)
with the exception of the Social Awareness and Restricted
and Repetitive Behavior subscales (p’s > 0.13, NS). Finally,
a partial correlation, controlling for age and FSIQ, was
run to determine the concurrent validity between SRS and
BAP-Q Total scores in this sample. SRS raw scores were
used because t-score conversions account for gender and
age. The BAP-Q does not include a t-score conversion and
therefore a more comparable analysis would be between raw
SRS scores and BAP-Q scores. There was a significant, positive relationship between SRS Total raw and BAP-Q Total
average (r = 0.338, p = 0.014). Additional results from the
partial correlation among BAP-Q and SRS scores can be
found in Table 3.

Results
Individual Differences in Quantitative Autism
Features as Predictors of Visual Perceptual Skill
Our primary hypothesis was that a linear relationship exists
between autism traits and the TVPS-FG subtest scores, specifically. This hypothesis was based on our previous results
linking the TVPS-FG to autism traits measured using the
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1.00
–
0.590**
(< 0.0001)
0.649**
(< 0.0001)

0.192
(0.173)
0.190
(0.176)
0.223
(0.112)
0.130
(0.357)
0.194
(0.169)
0.171
(0.226)
0.173
(0.220)

1.00
–
0.752**
(< 0.0001)
0.811**
(< 0.0001)
0.852**
(< 0.0001)

0.338*
(0.014)
0.343*
(0.013)
0.302*
(0.029)
0.300*
(0.031)
0.337*
(0.015)
0.326*
(0.018)
0.279*
(0.045)

0.306*
(0.027)
0.315*
(0.023)
0.339*
(0.014)
0.270
(0.053)
0.331*
(0.017)
0.226
(0.108)
0.239
(0.088)

1.00
–
0.692**
(< 0.0001)
0.405**
(0.003)
0.386**
(0.005)
0.322*
(0.020)
0.308*
(0.026)
0.377**
(0.006)
0.415**
(0.002)
0.425**
(0.002)

1.00
–
1.00
–
0.993**
(< 0.0001)
0.868**
(< 0.0001)
0.928**
(< 0.0001)
0.973**
(< 0.0001)
0.894**
(< 0.0001)
0.903**
(< 0.0001)
1.00
–
0.878**
(< 0.0001)
0.937**
(< 0.0001)
0.982**
(< 0.0001)
0.893**
(< 0.0001)
0.845**
(< 0.0001)

SCI

1.00
–
0.772**
(< 0.0001)
0.848**
(< 0.0001)
0.712**
(< 0.0001)
0.724**
(< 0.0001)

Social awareness

1.00
–
0.911**
(< 0.0001)
0.762**
(< 0.0001)
0.778**
(< 0.0001)

Social cognition

1.00
–
0.831**
(< 0.0001)
0.822**
(< 0.0001)

Social comm

Single asterisk indicates correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed); double asterisk indicates correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed)

Social
awareness
Social
cognition
Social
comm
Social
motivation
RRB

SCI

SRS
Total

Pragmatic
language
Rigidity

Aloof

BAP-Q
Total

Rigidity

Total

Pragmatic language

Total

Aloof

SRS

BAP-Q

R value (p value)

Table 3  Correlation matrix includes BAP-Q and SRS raw scores (controlling for age and FSIQ)

1.00
–
0.791**
(< 0.0001)

Social motivation

1.00
–

RRB
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BAP-Q (Sabatino DiCriscio and Troiani 2017). Due to the
degree of correlation between FSIQ and our autism trait metrics, we also included FSIQ in the model to account for any
relationship driven by IQ differences.
A stepwise linear regression was run to predict TVPSFG scores from the two separate measures of autism traits
(BAP-Q Total average and SRS Total average scores) as well
as age and FSIQ. Our hypothesis was that a linear relationship exists between TVPS-FG and autism traits. A regression
equation including FSIQ as well as BAP-Q was significant,
(F(2,49) = 5.63, p = 0.006, R2 = 0.18, Adj R2 = 0.15). Both
FSIQ and BAP-Q Total average were significant predictors
of TVPS-FG (p’s < 0.03), while neither SRS Total T-score or
age were found to be a significant predictor (p’s > 0.71, NS)
(See Table 4 for results). Thus, TVPS-FG scores can be predicted by broader autism traits (as measured by the BAP-Q)
above and beyond the predictive value of FSIQ (see Table 4).

BAP‑Q × TVPS Relationship
Given results from the linear regression, we examined
whether there is a relationship between quantitative measures of autism traits using the BAP-Q and individual differences in visual perceptual skills using the TVPS-3. Analyses
outlined above demonstrated that age was not a significant
predictor of TVPS-FG and was not related to TVPS, BAPQ, or SRS scores; however, given the broad age-range of
our sample, we included both age and FSIQ as covariates.
Table 4  Linear regression analysis to predict TVPS-FG scores
Predictor

β

t

p value

CI

FSIQ
BAP-Q total average

0.118
1.53

3.301
2.265

0.002
0.028

0.046–0.19
0.173–2.896

β Beta weight, t critical t value, CI 95% confidence interval

Fig. 2  Results of a partial correlation indicating a significant relationship between (a) BAP-Q Total Average scores and TVPS-FG subtest
scores (r = 0.45, p = 0.002); b BAP-Q Rigidity subscale sores and
TVPS-FG subtest scores (r = 0.46, p = 0.001); and c BAP-Q Prag-
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Analyses without age as a covariate yielded similar results.
Consistent with our hypothesis, a partial correlation of
BAP-Q and Figure-Ground scaled scores controlling for age
and IQ revealed a significant relationship between TVPS-FG
and BAP-Q Total average score (r = 0.45, p = 0.002) (see
Fig. 2; Panel A). Thus, participants with more autism traits
were more accurate on the TVPS-FG subtest. We then examined the relationship between performance on the TVPSFG subscale and BAP-Q Rigidity, Pragmatic Language,
and Aloof Subscales. TVPS-FG was significantly related to
the BAP-Q Rigidity subscale score (r = 0.46, p = 0.001) and
the BAP-Q Pragmatic Language subscale score (r = 0.42,
p = 0.003) (see Fig. 2; Panels B and C); however, TVPS-FG
was not found to be related to the BAP-Q Aloof subscale
score (r = 0.25, p > 0.08, NS). There was no other significant relationship with the other six TVPS subtest scores
with BAP-Q scores (p’s > 0.08, NS); thus, the relationship
between quantitative measures of autism traits and visual
perceptual skill appears to be specific to the TVPS-FG
subtest.
Although the SRS Total T-score was not found to be a
significant predictor of TVPS-FG scores, we also explored
the relationship between TVPS and SRS subscale scores,
controlling for age and FSIQ. We also identified a significant relationship between the Social Awareness subscale
of the SRS and TVPS-FG (r = 0.45, p = 0.002), TVPS-VC
(r = 0.34, p = 0.02), and TVPS-VD approached significance
(r = 0.29, p = 0.05). Neither the overall SRS Total T-score,
the SCI T-score (p’s > 0.06), nor other SRS subscale scores
were found to be related to any of the other TVPS subtest
scores (p’s > 0.10).
While the focus of this study was to assess quantitative
traits of autism and individual differences in visual perception, there can be confusion over whether the term “BAP”
also includes individuals with ASD diagnoses, per se. Thus,
we also confirmed that our main effect was not an artificial

matic Language and TVPS-FG subtest scores (r = 0.42, p = 0.003).
Scatterplots illustrate plotted residuals of BAP-Q and TVPS-FG
scores
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correlation driven by two distinct groups of patients (ASD
vs non-ASD). BAP-Q Total average score was not found
to be significantly related to TVPS-FG in either group
(p’s > 0.05); however, TVPS-FG scores in children without an ASD diagnosis were found to be related to BAP-Q
Pragmatic Language (r = 0.34, p = 0.04) and BAP-Q Rigidity
(r = 0.36, p = 0.03). See supplement for figures that illustrate
the reported relationships separately for each group.

Discussion
In the current study, we assessed broader autism traits in a
pediatric sample with a range of clinical features and visual
perception measured via the TVPS, a standardized and comprehensive assessment of visual perceptual ability. In our
pediatric cohort, we found BAP-Q scores to be a significant predictor of visual perceptual abilities. Specifically, we
found a relationship between the Figure Ground subtest of
the TVPS and quantitative measures of autism traits assessed
via the BAP-Q. No other subtest of the TVPS was found to
be related to BAP-Q scores; thus, the link between perceptual ability and autism traits appears to be specific to the
TVPS-FG subtest. Results with the SRS Social Awareness
subscale are largely consistent with BAP-Q results.
Results presented here are distinct from previous research
in several ways. First, we quantitatively assess autism features and demonstrate a significant relationship between
BAP-Q scores and visual perceptual skills. This indicates
that visual perceptual abilities can be assessed along a continuum and certain perceptual skills scale with the presence of quantitative differences in autism traits. Second, we
assessed a broad array of visual perceptual abilities using
the TVPS, rather than a singular task that targets an isolated
perceptual skill. Previous work in this domain has primarily
utilized the EFT, a task that requires individuals to disembed
local elements (i.e. a target shape) from a larger design or
picture. We made use of the full battery of TVPS subtests
in order to comprehensively assess visual perceptual function across several dimensions. Finally, we demonstrate a
relationship between broader autism traits and visual perception that is specific to the TVPS-FG subtest in a heterogeneous pediatric sample. Most of the research to date linking domains of perceptual skill and autism traits has been
in adults. This is especially true regarding the quantitative
assessment of subclinical autism features associated with
the broader autism phenotype. Thus, the results presented
here make an important contribution to a growing body of
literature regarding the dimensional assessment of autism
features and other clinically relevant behavioral phenotypes.
In this study, we used a well validated perceptual battery
that taps into perceptual processing across a range of visual-perceptual skills. Through this dimensional assessment
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of perceptual skills across each of all seven subtests of the
TVPS, we demonstrated that individual differences within
a specific visual perceptual ability are linked with the presence of autism features in children. The Figure-Ground subtest, which is thought to tap into the ability to extract local
information from a contextual whole (i.e. local precedence),
was the only subtest found to be related to BAP-Q scores.
Previous studies assessing whether local precedence is more
prominent in individuals with ASD have yielded mixed
results (see Van der Hallen et al. 2015 for review). While
several have reported a local processing advantage (Behrmann et al. 2006; Rinehart et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2007) or
an enhanced ability to detect local targets in patients with
ASD relative to typical peers, others found no differences
between ASD and typical development (Ozonoff et al. 1994;
Plaisted et al. 1999). Study population ascertainment biases
and methodological differences in task administration (i.e.
paradigm instructions, differences in presented stimuli) may
be factors that drive these discrepant findings. In addition,
the majority of these studies employ one or two tasks, rather
than a complete visual perception assessment battery. Visual
perception represents a composite skill of a hierarchy of subskills (basic, low-level skills and more advanced, high-level
skills), all of which interact with one another to integrate visual information (Ritter and Ysseldyke 1976; Warren 1993).
Thus, a battery of perceptual tasks such as those within the
TVPS that assess a broad array of perceptual skills may be
better suited to isolate the precise underlying visual perceptual skill that is associated with ASD traits.
In our previous work (Sabatino DiCriscio and Troiani
2017), we reported a significant relationship between TVPSFG and BAP-Q Aloof scores in a large cohort of adults.
While we did identify a relationship between TVPS-FG and
BAP-Q total scores in the current study, we did not replicate this specific result with the Aloof subscale in the current study. Thus, critical questions remain regarding how
visual perceptual anomalies are related to broader autism
traits and how developmental changes in both expression
of autism traits and visual perception might influence this
relationship. In typical development, perceptual processing
is thought to shift from an over-emphasis on local details
to a more mature, global bias gradually emerging in middle childhood or adolescence and well into early adulthood
(Poirel et al. 2011, 2008). It remains unclear whether atypical visual development is linked broadly to a cumulative sum
of ASD traits or specific subdomain of atypical behaviors
in ASD. In the current context, we show a linear relationship between TVPS-FG scores and overall ASD traits as
indicated by the BAP-Q Average Total score as well as the
Pragmatic Language and Rigidity subscale scores. It has
been suggested that deficits in pragmatic language arise
from this enhanced perceptual and hyperfocused state that
impede one’s ability to gather meaning or integrate global
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information (Martin and McDonald 2003). It has also been
suggested that enhanced perceptual skills, local processing
biases, and hyperfocused states of attention are conceptually linked to the restricted and repetitive behavior (RRB)
symptom domain, specifically circumscribed interests and
resistance to disengagement (Landry and Bryson 2004; Sasson et al. 2011, 2008). Thus, hyperfocused states of attention
and enhanced perceptual skills may simply be a manifestation of RRBs. It is worth highlighting important differences
in the subjective content of the repetitive behavior items
in the SRS-RRB and BAP-Q Rigidity subscales. SRS-RRB
includes questions that focus on stereotypies and motor
behaviors while the content of the BAP-Q Rigidity items
aligns with higher-order RRBs such as insistence on sameness, circumscribed interests, and adherence to routines/
schedules. Future work should continue to comprehensively
assess visual perceptual skills and their link to specific subdomains of autism traits across children and adults.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to extend the use
of the BAP-Q downward into a pediatric sample. In previous studies of autism traits in typical and atypical children,
the SRS has been used to quantify symptom severity and
distinguish children with ASD from typically developing
peers but has also been used to characterize patterns of
ASD behaviors across other neurodevelopmental conditions (Channell et al. 2015; Laje et al. 2010; Reiersen et al.
2007; Van Eeghen et al. 2013). However, the SRS has been
noted as a behavioral measure that more accurately identifies clinically significant deficits or impairments central
to ASD rather than peripheral and subclinical features of
the BAP (Bölte et al. 2011; Ingersoll et al. 2011).While the
BAP-Q was originally developed to assess autism symptoms
in parents of children with ASD and has been used at length
to quantify the presence of autism features in adult populations, the current study suggests that this measure may have
a use as a measure of quantitative autism traits in children.
Despite the original intention of the use of the BAP-Q as a
behavioral measure for use in adults; upon further examination of BAP-Q items, there is nothing in the item wording
or phrasing that would discount its use as a parent-report
measure in children or self-report in adolescents. Findings
presented here regarding the use of the BAP-Q in a pediatric
cohort warrants further investigation in order to capture the
range of variability in broader autism traits across development and characterize the overlap of typical and atypical
developmental trajectories.
Future work should focus on understanding the developmental trajectory and mapping of autism traits and visual
perceptual abilities. In the current study, we included two
quantitative measures that both assess autism traits but are
also considerably different. The SRS was designed to capture
deficits in social behaviors that would indicate clinical significance above a designated threshold. The other measure,
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the BAP-Q, was created with the purpose of measuring
subtleties in behavioral traits associated with subclinical
ASD in adults. We did not replicate our previous finding of
a relationship between TVPS scores and social impairment
as measured by the BAP-Q Aloof subscale as in our previous study in adults (Sabatino DiCriscio and Troiani 2017),
although we did show a relationship with the SRS Social
Awareness T-scores and TVPS-FG. The absence of a relationship between the BAP-Q Aloof subscale and TVPS-FG
in the current sample may be due to differences in how social
skills manifest in children and adults or may be due to differences in the measurement of social abilities in the SRS and
BAP-Q questions. For example, the SRS Social Awareness
subscale includes questions focused on applied social skills
(i.e. personal hygiene, appropriately ending conversation,
walking between two people who are talking, awareness of
others’ thoughts or feelings, monitoring facial expressions).
However, items from the BAP-Q Aloof subscale are focused
on the rewarding or motivating aspect of social behavior or
social interaction (i.e. “I like being around other people”;
“I enjoy being in social situations”; “I look forward to…”;
“I prefer…”). Thus, the nature of the relationship between
enhanced visual perception and quantitative features of
social impairment in children remains unclear. The BAP-Q
Aloof items may measure the motivating and rewarding
aspects of social interactions that become mature in later
adolescence and adulthood, while not tapping into impairments in applied social skills that would be more obvious in
pediatric populations. While there are cognitive measures,
such as an IQ test, that can measure above and below average abilities at any age or developmental stage, this type of
scale does not exist for social abilities and broader autism
traits. Thus, in order to better understand the link between
social information processing and visual perception across
the lifespan, standardized quantitative measures that can be
used across development to measure both above and below
average abilities will need to be developed and validated.
In addition to identifying a relationship between SRS
Social Awareness T-scores and the TVPS-FG, we also find
that SRS Social Awareness scales with TVPS-VC scores
in our sample (TVPS-VD approached significance). The
TVPS-VD assesses an individual’s ability to discriminate
features of objects and the TVPS-VC assesses the ability
to identify a whole, gestalt figure when only fragments are
presented. Thus, similar to the TVPS-FG, The TVPS-VC
and TVPS-VD subtests may require the focus of attention
to local features within a complex image and skills that
parallel Figure Ground processing. From this perspective, overlapping perceptual skills may be called upon
for successful completion of these tasks. There may also
be individual differences in the use of visual strategies
for completing these TVPS subtests. For instance, some
individuals may use a serial search strategy and compare
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each local feature from one image to the next that would
impact task performance. Individual differences in these
visual strategies in the extraction of local features may be
linked with degree of social impairment. In order to more
comprehensively describe the nature of these relationships
with the SRS subscales and TVPS subscales, additional
research with a much larger sample is necessary in order
to confirm the specific link between precise domains of
autism features and Figure-Ground processing.
This work represents critical first steps in documenting a relationship between precise visual perceptual skills
and autism traits. However, there are several caveats that
should be addressed in future studies. Our current results
account for age and IQ; however, our current sample
includes children from a wide age range. As mentioned
previously, developmental changes in global–local processing have been described (Dukette and Stiles 2001;
Poirel et al. 2011, 2008). In order to better quantify and
dimensionally assess developmental differences across
the hierarchy of visual perceptual skills, future iterations of this work should collect additional data across a
larger cohort to identify potentially significant age-related
changes across visual these perceptual functions. Our
previous work in adults also reported important gender
differences in task performance pertaining to trial-level
RT to an adapted computerized version of the TVPS-FG
items. The standardized administration of the TVPS does
not include acquisition of RT data and thus this was not
collected as a part of the in-person behavioral testing in
the current study; however, future iterations of this work
should include RT in addition to task accuracy to further
elucidate the potential relationship between visual perception and broader autism traits as well as potential gender differences in visual perceptual skill. Despite these
limitations, the current study underlines the importance
of objective and dimensional assessment of quantitative
traits across the BAP in children and their relationship to
other behavioral traits such as cognitive abilities and/or
perceptual skills.
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